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• Molecular science: spectroscopy & dynamics
• Why Vacuum Ultra-Violet (VUV) laser ?
• The chemical reaction dynamic of molecular with VUV.

Measure the mechanisms of chemical reaction
• Chemical dynamic dynamics

http://www.saudiaramcoworld.com/issue/201001/the.world.s.fastest.scientist.htm

Chemical Reaction Mechanism
governed by Potential Energy Surface

The reaction mechanism
= Nuclear Wave Packet (i.e. nuclear motion) + Electronic Potential (binding force)

Potential Energy Surface — 維尼熊與蜜蜂
In quantum chemistry and molecular physics, the Born–Oppenheimer (BO) approximation is the
assumption that the motion of atomic nuclei and electrons in a molecule can be separated. The
approach is named after Max Born and J. Robert Oppenheimer. In mathematical terms, it allows the
wavefunction of a molecule to be broken into its electronic and nuclear (vibrational, rotational)
components.
Computation of the energy and the wavefunction of an average-size molecule is simplified by the
approximation.

potential energy surfaces of this form.
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(corresponding to the minimum in the curve above). The energy increases again as we move out to large
separations where there are no attractive interactions between the atoms. The resulting potential energy
surface is shown below as a contour plot (on the left) and as a 3D plot (on the right). The surface resembles
a curved ‘half pipe’; keen skateboarders or snowboarders might be familiar with analogous gravitational
potential energy surfaces of this form.

Ref. Molecular Reaction Dynamics Lectures 1-4
by Claire Vallance
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Reaction dynamics

The
third generation:
high vacuum
and VUV light
In NSRRC
U9 VUV beamline,
coordinated
bysource
李世煌博⼠士

IAMS and Berkeley

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Measure the mechanisms of baseball game

Knowing the dynamic between pitcher (ball) and hitter (bat)
→Measuring the angle and velocity distribution

Supersonic gas jets
•
•
•
•

P0

very low divergence
high density
well defined velocity (cold beam: a few K)
rather complex apparatus (vacuum system)

Λ
Gas expands from high pressure (P0 1-100 bar)
through a small nozzle into high vacuum (P1)

What happens ?
• acceleration to supersonic speed
• formation of a shock front
(finite pressure P1 in the chamber)
• internal energy (temperature) is
transformed into kinetic energy

P1

Λ<d
Λ<L

P1

Shock front

P0 , T

Nozzle

zone of
silence

Ref. AAMOP WS 2011/2012 Experimental methods

Stern-Gerlach’s experiment

What Wikipedia
says:

The real result:
without magnetic field
with magnetic field

Ref. AAMOP WS 2011/2012 Experimental methods

Reaction dynamics

Crossed molecular beams
(2) velocity selector

10-4
(4) D2 or H2 supersonic beam source

10-6

(7) skimmer

(1) heated effusive
F atom beam source

10-7

(11) ultrahigh vacuum,
triply differentially pumped
mass spectrometer,

10-9
10-10
10-11

Experiment for reactive scattering
F + D, DF + D and F + H2 + HF + H

detector chamber.

Pressures are indicated: (3) liquid nitrogen cooled cold trap, (5) heater, (6) liquid nitrogen feed line,, (8) tuning
fork chopper, (9) synchronous motor, (10) cross correlation chopper for time-of-flight velocity analysis
Y. T. Lee, Nobel lecture 1986, Molecular beam studies of elementary chemical processes

Ref. AAMOP WS 2011/2012 Experimental methods

Reaction dynamics

The reaction F (g) + D2 (g) → DF (g) + D (g) can
produce vibrational excited DF (g) molecule

Reaction dynamics

Reaction dynamics

Reaction dynamics

Reaction dynamics

The velocity and angular distribution of the
products of a reactive collision provide a
molecular picture of the chemical reaction

Reaction dynamics
Backward Scattering

Reaction dynamics

Reaction dynamics
Backward Scattering

Reaction dynamics

The third generation: high vacuum
C6H6 → CH3 + C5H3
CH3 + e → CH3+ + 2e
CnHm + e →- CH3 + + …

-

Only IAMS

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Reaction dynamics

Advantages
1. Velocity resolved (whole distribution)
2. Mass resolved
3. Angle resolved
4. Momentum match
A→B+C
MBVB = MCVC
Disadvantages
B + e → D+ + X + 2e
C + e → C+ + e

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

CH2IBr → CH2I + Br
→ CH2 + I + Br

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

Advantages of VUV photoionization
1. Reduce fragment cracking
CH3 + e- → CH3+ + …
→ CH2+ + H…
→ CH+ +2H …
C 2H 3 + e - → C 2H 3+ + …
→ C2H2+ + H…
+
→ C2H +2H …

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

The third generation: high vacuum and VUV light source

IAMS and Berkeley
from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

2. Structure identification
C3H4 + hv → C3H3 + H
Isomers: HC=C=CH2
HCCCH3

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Using the VUV light to ionize the photofragments

Photodissociation

Medium size polyatomic molecules have
many dissociation channels
C6H6 + hv → C6H5 + H
→ C 6H 4 + H 2
→ C5H3 + CH3
→ C 4H 4 + C 2H 2
→ C 4H 3 + C 2H 3
→ C 4H 2 + C 2H 4
→ C 3H 3 + C 3H 3

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

Multimass ion imaging techniques
1. Use turbo pump to reduce background
2. Use VUV laser to ionize fragment: reduce fragment cracking
3. Use 2 D detector to detect many fragment simultaneously
4. All velocity measured in center of mass frame

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

movie

from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

Photodissociation

Photodissociation of aniline
@ 193 nm
NH2

CH3 m15
NH3 m17

Delay 11 us
-HCN m66

C6H5NH2+hv → C6H5NH + H
-NH3 m76
-NH2 m77
-CH3 m78

Delay 15 us

-NH3 m76 NH2 m77 CH3 m78

→ C6H3NH2 + H2
→ C5NH4 + CH3
→ C6H5 + NH2
→ C6H4 + NH3
→ C5H6 + HCN

-H2 m91 H m92

J. Am. Chem. Soc., 126, 8760 (2004)
from Dr. Chi-Kung Ni’s note

In Figure 2, the general scenario for a pump-probe experiment is depicted in a reaction
Pump-probe
involving four molecular potential
energy surfacesexperiments
(PES) highlighting the new possibilities. First,
Time
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Ref: Annu. Rev. Phys. Chem. 2012. 63:635–60

Angular Distribution of photoion

Photofragment Angular Distribution
1. Transition dipole moment and photon polarization
2

Pij ~ < i ε ⋅ µ j > ~ cos 2 θ

ε : polarization of electric field

E

Photodissociation
2. transition dipole moment and direction of recoil velocity ( µ , v)

1
I (θ ) =
[1 + β × P2 (cos θ )]
4π
1
P2 (cos θ ) = (3 cos θ + 1)
2

β : anisotropic parameter
β = +2 (V // µ )
β = −1 (V ⊥ µ )
β = 0 isotropic distributi on

Anisotropy Parameters

Consider fragmentation of a diatomic molecule, e.g. HI.
Assume axial recoil, i.e. that atoms recoil along a
direction parallel to the breaking bond.
(When might this assumption fail?)
For a diatomic, the transition moment must either lie
0) or perpendicular
(
= 1) to the bond.
parallel
v ( =u
v

// v parallel
The preferred direction of recoil is thus u
either
or perpendicular to .

.

Recalling eq. 1.3, the absorption probability depends on
the dot product of E0v
and (i.e. the projection of E0 onto
). Thus there will be a spatial correlation between the
fragment recoil velocity, v, and E0.

u

The measured (LAB) frame distribution
of recoil
u⊥
v
velocities about E0 is obtained by averaging the square
of the projection of Ev
over the (random in space)
0 onto
distribution of .

Photodissociation

Dissociation rate: fast
Parallel transition:β=2

E
Perpendicular transition:β =-1

E

Dissociation rate: slow (slower than rotation period):β=0

Measure the mechanisms of baseball game

creation.
(iii) the resulting ion cloud expands (with a speed and
angular distribution
characteristic of the dissociation
Photodissociation
event), and is simultaneously accelerated (by an electric
field) so as to impact on the position sensitive detector.

Schematic diagram of a position sensitive detector
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Photodissociation

Photodissociation

Velocity map ion imaging (VMI imaging)

Photodissociation
Cross molecular beam experiment

Raw images of the state-selected CD3 products from the
F + CD4 → DF + CD3 reaction at Ecollision 5.37 kcal / mol.
The successive rings on each image correspond to the
labeled vibrational states of the coincident DF product

Photodissociation experiment

O+ ion image in the course of
O2 + hv (255 nm) Multi-photon dissociation/ionization
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tal results. This agreement suggests strongly that
the GP effect can be seen in the adiabatic
1 ofpicture
5
for this benchmark reaction at this high collision
energy. Similar comparisons were made for additional H2 product levels (fig. S6), and results
were consistent with the above conclusion.
Because the collision energy of this experiment is 0.24 eV above the CI, the question arises
whether the adiabatic excited state (or the upper

Fig. 4. A cut view through the H + HD PES. The positions of the three H + HD geometric
arrangements, transition states (T), and CI (×) are shown. On the surface, representative one–
transition state (path 1) and two–transition state (path 2) reaction paths are shown. The cut was
calculated using hyperspherical coordinates (45) at a given overall separation r of 3.60 bohr without
consideration of the mass difference between H and D atoms.

The calculated DCS using the adiabatic groundstate PES including the GP effect agrees well with
the DCS calculated using the diabatic coupled
PESs, and the calculated diabatic DCS is also in
good agreement with the experimental result,
demonstrating that the dynamics of the reaction can be accurately described using the diabatic

Fig. 1. Experimental images of the D atom product from the H + HD → H2 + D reaction at a

maximum at ~46 fs, which is still less than 0.09%
of that on the adiabatic ground state (see fig.
S7A). In addition, we have also computed the
time-independent wave function as a function
of hyperradius r in hyperspherical coordinates
for J = 0 with the two hyperangular coordinates
integrated out (45). The results show that the
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DCS (arb. units)

Observation of the geometric phase
effect in the H + HD → H2 + D reaction

Downloaded from http://science.sciencemag.org/ on January 2, 2019
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DCSs for these latter reactions have been obform an equilateral triangular geometry of D3h
(also known as Berry phase) effect to all adiabatic
served, most likely because the angular resolution
symmetry. In pioneering work on the role of GP
processes, after which it became a widely studied
topic in physics. Over the past three decades, the
potentially profound influence of the GP on material properties such as polarization, orbital mag121.6 nm
netism, piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties,
and quantum Hall effects has become clear (4–6).
The concept of GP is now essential for a coherent
understanding of many basic phenomena in physics.
CIs appear in the PESs of many molecular
systems and chemical reaction coordinates (7).
Near a CI, electronic motion and nuclear motion
are strongly coupled in contravention of the Bornn=1
Oppenheimer approximation. When a molecular
system with a CI is treated theoretically in the
adiabatic framework, i.e., only considering the
lower energy electronic surface, the GP must be
Figure S3. The D atom energy levels in the ionization process.
introduced to ensure, in accord with quantum
mechanics, that the total wave function is singlevalued at each nuclear geometry. GP effects have
been investigated in detail in isolated molecules

of the HD molecular beam is 1240 m/s with a speed ratio (v/ v) of 30. For the study of
the H+HD→H +D reaction at 2.77 eV, the pulsed H atom beam and HD molecular
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beam were collimated by skimmers, and then entered the scattering chamber where the
two beams collided at a crossing angle of 160 .
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(1+1′ ) Ionization

The D atom products were excited from n=1 to n=2 state by the VUV laser bea

121.6 nm, and subsequently pumped by the UV laser beam at 364.5 nm to an

which is just above the ionization limit as shown in Fig. S3, and thus ionized. Th

The D atom products of the H+HD→H2+D reaction, produced in the collision zone,

velocity of the D+ is less than 5 m/s in this ionization scheme. The ionized
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Fig. 1. Experimental images of the D atom product from the H + HD → H2 + D reaction at a
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The DCSs of the H2(v′=0, j′=7) and other ro-vibrational states shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. S5 were obtained from the fitting of translational energy distributions shown in Fig.
S4. As can be seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. S5, in the forward scattering direction, the H 2
Fig. 1. Experimental images of the D atom product from the H + HD → H2 + D reaction at a

rotational states are well resolved, in particular, the H (v′=0, j′=7) is very pronounced

Angular Distribution of photoelectron

NO- + hv (355 nm) → NO + e-

Ref.: http://jlab.chem.yale.edu/research/techniques/photoelectron-spectroscopy
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FLASH and XFEL in Europe

From 2013 to 2016 the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) will provide 7.5
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on the development of instruments, devices, and technologies for unique experiments at the
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Ultrafast Extreme Ultraviolet Induced Isomerization of Acetylene Cations
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FIG. 1 (color online). Energy level diagrams for the acetylene
(left) and vinylidene (right) cations as well as sketches of the
Energy level diagram of acetylene (left) and vinylidene (right) cations as
expected isomerization-dissociation processes (middle).
well as sketches of the expected isomerization-dissociation processes
Numbers indicate possible time-sequenced stages of neutral
(middle). Numbers indicate possible time-sequenced stages of neutral
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Vertical
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(a,b) Schematic of acetylene-vinylidene isomerization. (c) Yield of the CH+
2 C coincident fragments as a
(a,b)
Schematic
of
acetylene-vinylidene
isomerization.
(c) Yield of
function of the pump-probe delay.

the CH+2 /C+ coincident fragments as a function of the pump-probe
occurrence
of isomerization is probed as a function of time by shining in a second 38-eV photon,
delay.

creating the dication depicted in Figure 9b. If isomerization has taken place, Coulomb explosion
into the C+ + CH+
2 fragments will occur and is conclusive for the process. By recording the
yield of respective fragments in coincidence as a function of the pump-probe delay, shown in
Figure 9c, the isomerization time was measured to be 52 ± 15 fs in a KER window of 5.8 eV <
KER < 8 eV, providing clear evidence for the existence of a fast, nonradiative decay channel, an
elusive aim sought after for 40 years and initially reported by G. Herzberg (72).
Along these lines, several ongoing and proposed projects at FLASH aim at investigating
other structural rearrangement channels. Among these are isomerization of [C2 H2 ]+ cations into
+
+
C+
2 + H2 ; isomerization in [C2 H4 ] or in haloethanes; ring-forming and -opening in allene cations;
structural changes between closed-ring 1,3-cyclohexadiene and open-ring 1,3,5-hexatriene, the
simplest example of a photoinduced conrotatory pericyclic reaction (73); as well as tracing ultrafast
charge rearrangement in dissociating OCS, CS2 , and SF6 molecules upon core-shell photoabsorption; or watching the interatomic Coulombic decay of Ne dimers, predicted
occur
a 90-fs
Ref.toPRL
105,on
263002
(2010)
timescale (74) by VUV-pump–VUV-probe or THz streaking experiments. The breadth and mere
number of intended and ongoing projects impressively underline the huge potential of FEL VUV
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In this article, we describe an experimental setup for studying tunable vacuum ultraviolet photochemistry using the H-atom Rydberg tagging time-of-flight technique. In this apparatus, two vacuum
ultraviolet laser beams were used: one is generated by using a nonlinear four-wave mixing scheme
in a Kr gas cell and fixed at 121.6 nm wavelength to probe the H-atom product through the Lyman
↵ transition and the other beam, produced by a seeded free electron laser facility, can be continuously tunable for photodissociating molecules in the wavelength range of 50-150 nm with extremely
high brightness. Preliminary results on the H2 O photodissociation in the 4d (000) Rydberg state are
reported here. These results suggest that the experimental setup is a powerful tool for investigating photodissociation dynamics in the vacuum ultraviolet region for molecules involving H-atom elimination
processes. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5017757
I. INTRODUCTION
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